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数中提取出能量和标准方差，两者组合作为纹理特征向量， 后用 SVM 对特征
































With the development of network and multimedia technologies, the application 
of image has an increasingly widespread usage. Content-Based Image Retrieval 
technologies have emerged and become a hot spot in the image research area. 
However, due to the limitations of CBIR technologies, they are still unable to fully 
meet the user’s requirement. Therefore, it has great significant to research on image 
low-level feature extraction and image retrieval technologies.  
This paper mainly studies image color feature extraction methods, image texture 
features extraction methods based on wavelet transform, and retrieval strategies using 
artificial intelligence, etc. The main work of this paper consists of image retrieval 
studies based on color and texture, and in light of the specific image database, this 
paper designs a Color and Texture-Based Image Retrieval experimental system. The 
main innovations in this paper are showed as follows: 
（1）This paper presents a new algorithm for image similarity retrieval using an 
image retrieval method based on dominant color of partition to improve the retrieval 
performance. Meanwhile, the reduced quadratic form distance method is applied to 
decrease arithmetic complexity. The similarity is calculated based on the accumulative 
histogram of each region. Experimental results show the algorithm makes use of color 
information and also the space information, thus it greatly reduce the dimension of 
color feature, and keep high retrieval precision simultaneity, which is more 
accustomed to user’s requirement. 
（2） This paper presents a new algorithm for image similarity retrieval based on 
texture feature vectors. The algorithm firstly applies third-level DT-CWT and 
DT-RCWF on image, then energy and standard deviation are extracted from each 













uses svm to train some of the vectors to build up svm classifiers, through which the 
top similar images are retrieved. Experimental results show the algorithm is a great 
improvement on traditional wavelet transform algorithms and Gabor algorithm, it is 
an effective retrieval algorithm based on image texture. 
Keywords：Image Retrieval; Dominant color of partition; Texture feature; Support 
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